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Creating Lasting Impressions is a demanding process that

begins with creative imagination and successfully ends with

a beautiful and memorable gift, award or commemorative.

Since 1984 The Medalcraft Mint has won more 1st place awards

for superior metal striking than anyone in our industry. These

awards truly recognize the talent and skill of the entire Medalcraft

Mint team. Our design creativity and dedication to excellence has

helped thousands of customers' dreams and desires become

reality. It is our goal to translate even the smallest detail and that

unspoken desire into the perfect Lasting Impression. 
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Key Tags, Key Fobs &
Ribbon Bookmarks
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KEY TAGS AND KEY FOBS

Dies A one-time service fee applies for new designs. See page 41.
Leather Key Fobs Standard fobs include rectangle and teardrop shapes in black, brown or

burgundy. Other leather colors and shapes available upon special request.
Registration Registered key tags or key fobs feature a sequential number on reverse side

and are attached to a registration card. A back die is required with return
mail information. Medalcraft Mint does not provide registration return
service. For sequential numbering, add $.40(A) each. For our stock card,
add $.40(G) each. To imprint our stock card with your return address infor-
mation, add $.15(G) each. To attach your registered key tag to our stock
card or a customer-supplied card, add $.23(G) each. For larger quantity
pricing, call Customer Service.

Ribbon Bookmark Two stock bullet designs are available with no additional die charge: 
C2605 plain bullet; C3261 wreath bullet. Finished size of the ribbon is 5⁄8"
wide by 10" long. Standard ribbon colors include: 054 light navy; 250 red;
285 plum; 962 spruce; 343 turquoise; 370 navy; 30 black; 470 purple;
580 emerald. Other ribbon colors available upon request.

Packaging Key tags and key fobs are individually poly bagged. Ribbon bookmarks are
gift boxed.

Optional Materials Key Tags: nickel-silver add 20%; copper add 5%.
Key Fobs: nickel-silver add 13%; copper add 3%.

Optional Finishes Gold-plating, polishing & enameling available upon request; call for quote.

Pricing (A) reflects round medals in brass materials with standard antique finish.
100 250 500 1,000 2,500+

11⁄4" x .102” key tag with split ring $5.80 $4.50 $4.10 $3.40 Quote
11⁄2" x .102” key tag with split ring $6.20 $4.90 $4.50 $3.80 Quote
11⁄2" x .125”* key tag with split ring $6.70 $5.40 $4.80 $4.20 Quote
11⁄4" x .102” leather key fob $8.60 $7.50 $6.90 $6.50 Quote
11⁄2" x .102” leather key fob $9.20 $8.00 $7.30 $6.90 Quote
11⁄4" x .102” ribbon bookmark, gift boxed $15.00 $14.00 $13.40 $12.90 Quote
11⁄2" x .102” ribbon bookmark, gift boxed $15.50 $14.50 $13.70 $13.20 Quote
*.125 thickness recommended for deep relief.
For pricing on larger quantities, optional finishes or sizes over 11 ⁄ 2", please call for quote.

BX18, Kraft Box, pg 38.

Registered Key Tag
with stock card.

MP7 MP6 MP3 MP1 MP17
Split Ring Super Loop Screw Loop Split Ring w/Chain Horseshoe
Standard Add $.55(G) ea.Add $.45(G) ea. Add $.35(G) ea. Add $1.12(G) ea.
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Lapel Pins
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LAPEL PINS

Dies A one-time service fee applies for new designs. See page 41.
Packaging Standard packaging is individually poly bagged.
Optional Materials Nickel-silver add 20%; copper add 5%; precious metals, call for quote.
Optional Finishes Gold-plating, polishing & enameling available upon request; call for quote.

Pricing (A) reflects up to 1" diameter brass material with military clutch.
100 250 500 1,000

Standard antique $5.40 $4.60 $4.10 Quote
Standard antique with polished highlights $8.90 $8.10 $7.60 Quote
Matte and polished $8.90 $8.10 $7.60 Quote
BX3012 Blue velvet hinged box (C) $2.00 $1.75 $1.60 Quote
BX1A Lucite box 11⁄8" x 11⁄8"(G) $1.10 $1.05 $1.00 Quote
BX29 Kraft box 2" x 17⁄8" with jeweler’s cotton(G) $1.10 $1.05 $1.00 Quote
For pricing on larger quantities, optional finishes or sizes over 1", please call for quote.

BX3012 Blue Velvet Hinged Box BX1A Lucite Box BX29 Kraft Box

#FD21 Tie Tack Spring Loaded
Clutch Back with Chain Bar

Add $.60(G) ea.

#FD3 Spring Loaded
Clutch Back with Flat Top 

Add $.60(G) ea.

#FD12 Locking Pin Back 
Add $.45(G) ea.

#FD1 Post and 
Military Clutch 

Standard Attachment

#FD22 Spring Loaded
Clutch Back with

Dome Top 
Add $.45(G) ea.

#FD20 Cuff Link 
Add $1.00(G) per

pair.
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MONEY CLIPS

Dies A one-time service fee applies for new designs. See page 41.
Packaging Standard packaging is individually poly bagged.
Optional Materials Nickel-silver add 20%; copper add 5%; precious metals, call for quote.
Optional Finishes Gold-plating, polishing & enameling available upon request; call for quote.

Pricing (A) reflects brass material with standard antique finish.
100 250 500 1,000

Custom die struck money clips,
choice of round, oval, square or rectangle shape $9.80 $8.80 $8.30 Quote

MC136 7⁄8" custom emblem attached to stock 
11⁄2" round money clip $13.00 $12.00 $11.50 Quote

MC20 7⁄8" custom emblem attached to stock 
black matte rectangular money clip  $9.50 $9.00 $8.50 Quote

MC21 7⁄8" custom emblem attached to stock 
gold-tone rectangular money clip  $12.00 $11.50 $11.00 Quote

BX0059 Black velour hinged box (G) $3.15 $3.00 $2.65 Quote
BX29 Kraft box 2" x 17⁄8" with jeweler’s cotton (G) $1.10 $1.05 $1.00 Quote

Money Clips

BX0059 Black Velour Hinged BX29 Kraft Box Standard spring loaded clip
Box

MC20 

M136
MC21 

MC136
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Belt Buckles 
BELT BUCKLES

Dies A one-time service fee applies for new designs.
See page 41.

Packaging Individually poly bagged and inserted into
cardboard box for protection.

Optional Materials Nickel-silver, copper and precious metals avail-
able; call for quote.

Optional Finishes Gold-plating, polishing & enameling available
upon request; call for quote.

Pricing (A) reflects deep relief design minted in .144" or .162" brass
material, standard antique finish and dapping (slight curve).

100 250 500 1,000
Small Oval, 13⁄4" x 21⁄3" $21.50 $20.00 $19.50 Quote
Small Rectangle, 27⁄8" x 17⁄8" $22.50 $20.50 $20.00 Quote
Large Oval, 31⁄2" x 21⁄2" $26.00 $23.00 $21.50 Quote
Large Rectangle, 21⁄4" x 31⁄8" $26.00 $23.00 $21.50 Quote
BX14B Kraft box 31⁄4" x 31⁄4" with 
jeweler’s cotton(G) $1.10 $1.05 $1.00 Quote

Pricing (A) reflects coin relief design minted in .125" brass material,
standard antique finish and dapping (slight curve).

100 250 500 1,000
Small Oval, 13⁄4" x 21⁄3" $16.20 $14.70 $14.20 Quote
Small Rectangle, 27⁄8" x 17⁄8" $16.20 $14.70 $14.20 Quote
Large Oval, 31⁄2" x 21⁄2" $20.50 $19.00 $17.50 Quote
Large Rectangle, 21⁄4" x 31⁄8" $20.50 $19.00 $17.50 Quote 

Shapes and sizes above are the most commonly requested. Call for
quote on other sizes or shapes. Very deep designs are minted in .188”
material. Call for quote.

Buckle reverse showing
standard attachments.
Standard bale width is 11⁄2"
and right-side mounted as
shown above. Other options are
11⁄4", 13⁄4" and 2". Be sure to
specify male or female.

BX14B Kraft Box
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Two timeless forms of recognition are
now united…beautiful die-struck
medals and sparkling crystal.

The CrystylCraft line offers high quality,
exceptional service and on-time delivery
you expect from The Medalcraft Mint.

Most designs are available with 
or without a medallion.

For details and pricing please 
refer to the separate 
CrystylCraft catalog or visit 
www. medalcraft.com.

Crystal Awards

Flame Awards Stratum Award Senary Awards Double Peak Award

Arch and Globe Awards Diamond Columns Pentagon Columns V-Column Awards
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EXECUTIVE DESK GIFTS

Dies A one-time service fee applies
for new designs. See page 41.

Pricing (C) reflects brass material with standard
antique finish. Less than minimum quantity
charge may apply for medal portion of order.

KEEPSAKE BOX
Cherry-finish walnut keepsake box. Outside dimensions 7" x 5" x 21⁄ 2". Individually boxed.
Pricing (C) 50 100 250 500 1,000+
BX0396A including 11⁄2" custom medal $38.50 $35.00 $32.50 $30.00 Quote 
BX0396B including 21⁄4" custom medal $38.50 $35.00 $32.50 $30.00 Quote 
BX0396 plain (no customization) $33.50 $30.00 $27.50 $25.00 Quote 

PHOTO ALBUM
Solid black cherry wood with genuine cowhide leather spine. Binder format. Holds 40 photos.
Outside dimensions 71⁄2" x 51⁄2". Individually boxed. Ideal for special events and trips.
Pricing (C) 25 50 100 250
BX0282C includes medal up to 21⁄2" and laser engraving $72.00 $69.00 $66.00 Quote

CD BOX
Rosewood finish box with unique accordion insert, holds 12 CDs.
Outside dimensions 51⁄2" x 61⁄4" x 21⁄2". Individually boxed.
Pricing (C) 25 50 100 250 500+
BX0276 including 11⁄2" custom medal $35.00 $32.50 $30.00 $28.50 Quote 
BX0276C plain (no customization) $30.00 $27.50 $25.00 $23.50 Quote

Executive Desk Gifts

BX0276 CD Box

BX0396B Keepsake Box

BX0282C Photo Album

Interior of
keepsake box
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Coasters

4-Piece Vertical Coaster Set 2-Piece Vertical Coaster Set

2-Piece Horizontal Coaster Set

Optional polished coin
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BUSINESS GIFTS — COASTERS

Dies A one-time service fee applies for new designs. See page 41.
Packaging Coaster Sets are gift boxed. Single coasters are individually poly bagged and inserted

into a cardboard box for protection.
Coasters Choice of gold-plated, silver-tone, black matte metal, cherry-finish wood.
Leather Choice of black, burgundy, blue or green leather.
Coin Choice of brass or nickel-silver 11 ⁄ 4 " or 11 ⁄ 2 " round coin with standard antique

finish. Optional polishing, enameling and other finishes available. Call for quote.

Pricing (C) 50 100 250 500+ 

Single Coaster With Coin $12.70 $11.70 $11.20 Quote
BX0156 Optional gift box for single coaster (G) (not shown) $ 1.10 $ 1.10 $ 1.05 Quote

2-Piece Vertical Coaster Set (coasters displayed upright) $34.50 $33.50 $32.50 Quote
Pricing (C) includes two complete coasters. Choice of black, cherry-finish or walnut wood base. Gift
boxed.

4-Piece Vertical Coaster Set (coasters displayed upright) $61.50 $60.00 $58.00 Quote
Pricing (C) includes four complete coasters. Choice of black, cherry-finish or walnut wood base. Gift
boxed.

2-Piece Horizontal Coaster Set (coasters stacked) $34.50 $33.50 $32.50 Quote
Pricing (C) includes two complete coasters. Choice of wood base in black or cherry-finish. Gift boxed.

4-Piece Horizontal Coaster Set (coasters stacked) $61.50 $60.00 $58.00 Quote
Pricing (C) includes four complete coasters. Choice of wood base in black or cherry-finish. Gift boxed.

Standard Coaster Set Packaging Leather Choices

Green leather Burgundy leather

Blue leather Black leather

4-Piece Horizontal Coaster Set

Optional polished coin

Optional premier bright finished coin
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Business Gifts
7⁄8" CONTINUITY

BUSINESS GIFTS — 7⁄8" CONTINUITY
ONE MEDAL WITH MANY DIFFERENT PRODUCT OPTIONS

Dies A one-time service fee applies for new
designs. See page 41.

Packaging Individually poly bagged. Coaster is individu-
ally poly bagged and inserted into cardboard
box for protection.

Pricing Includes 7⁄8" emblem, brass material with standard antique finish.
100 250 500 1,000

Medal only (A) $2.40 $2.20 $2.00 Quote
Lapel Pin with military clutch(A) $3.80 $3.60 $3.40 Quote
E19 Bookmark (A) $7.20 $6.60 $6.40 Quote
M135 Key Tag (A) $7.40 $6.40 $5.90 Quote
KF0009 Leather Key Fob, black leather(A) $8.70 $7.70 $7.00 Quote 
LP3 Leather Bag Tag, black or burgundy leather (C) $15.20 $14.20 $13.70 Quote 
E12 Letter Opener (A) $10.50 $10.00 $9.80 Quote 
LP2 Leather Business Card Case, black or burgundy leather (C) $14.20 $13.20 $12.70 Quote 
Coaster, gold-plated, black leather w/gold wreath (C) $10.20 $9.70 $9.20 Quote
G20 15⁄ 16" medal with wreath (A) $4.50 $4.20 $4.00 Quote
M136 Money Clip, round with spring action(A) $13.00 $12.00 $11.50 Quote
MC20 Money Clip, black matte (A) $9.50 $9.00 $8.50 Quote
MC21 Money Clip, gold-tone (A) $12.00 $11.50 $11.00 Quote
E26 Money Clip/Divot Tool, golf ball (shown on pg. 34) (A) $11.00 $10.00 $9.50 Quote 
SH27 Golf Kit #1 (shown on pg. 34) (A) $19.00 $18.00 $17.50 Quote
SH23 Golf Kit #2 (shown on pg. 34) (A) $12.50 $12.30 $12.00 Quote
E16 Standard Divot Tool (A) $8.40 $8.20 $8.00 Quote
E28 Classic Divot Tool (shown on pg. 34) (A) $8.40 $8.20 $8.00  Quote

E19

LP3

E12

MC21

M136

G20

M135
KF0009

LP2

E16

Lapel Pins

Optional
enameling

Coaster

MC20

Actual size
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BLISTER PACK & COIN CARDS

Dies A one-time service fee applies for new designs. See page 41.
Dimensions Blister Pack or Single Panel Coin Card; 33⁄4" x 6"

Tri-fold Coin Card; 111 ⁄ 2 " x 6" (opened); 33⁄4" x 6" (closed)
Artwork 4-color artwork can be printed on the front and back side of the

Blister Pack or Coin Cards. Artwork should be provided on disk.
Medalcraft can also create artwork for you based on time and
materials. Contact Customer Service for additional information.

Pricing (A) includes brass coin or key tag with standard antique finish, four-color
custom coin card or blister pack and assembly. Coin cards include capsule.

2,500 5,000 10,000
Blister Pack with 11⁄4" x .102" key tag $8.20 $6.00 $5.00
Blister Pack with 11⁄2" x .102" key tag $8.70 $6.40 $5.20
Blister Pack with 11⁄2" x .125" key tag $8.80 $6.50 $5.30
Single Panel Coin Card with 11⁄4" x .102" coin $7.60 $5.80 $4.80
Single Panel Coin Card with 11⁄2" x .102" coin $7.70 $5.90 $4.90
Single Panel Coin Card with 11⁄2" x .125" coin $8.10 $6.40 $5.40
Tri-fold Coin Card with 11⁄4" x .102 "coin $9.90 $7.50 $6.30
Tri-fold Coin Card with 11⁄2" x .102" coin $10.00 $7.60 $6.40
Tri-fold Coin Card with 11⁄2" x .125" coin $10.40 $8.10 $6.90

Custom Commemoratives
BLISTER PACK & COIN CARDS

Tri-Fold Coin Card

Single Panel Coin Card Blister Pack
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SPINNERS
UNIQUE BUSINESS GIFTS

ES88

ES83

ES60LP

ES82 shown in
optional nickel-silver

ES81GR shown with
optional polishing

ES70BK

ES86 shown in
optional copper

ES87 shown in
optional nickel-silver
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SPINNERS — UNIQUE BUSINESS GIFTS
SPINNERS ALLOW THE MEDALLION TO ROTATE FREELY. 

Packaging Individually gift boxed.
Options Spinners are available in nickel-silver, add 15%; or copper, add 5% upon request.

Round spinner options: polished edges, add $10(C); enameled ring, add $4(C).

Pricing (C) Pricing based on brass spinner with standard antique finish, unless otherwise noted.
Assembly included. Price does not include medal. See Quick Reference section below for custom
medal pricing.

1 50 100 250+
Standard Half Moon Spinner
ES70 for 3" medals $39.00 $35.00 $34.00 Quote
ES60 for 23⁄4" medals $38.00 $34.00 $33.00 Quote
ES90 for 21⁄2" medals $37.00 $33.00 $32.00 Quote
ES50 for 21⁄4" medals $36.00 $32.00 $31.00 Quote

Half Moon Spinner with Triangular Walnut Base
ES70TW for 3" medals $44.00 $40.00 $39.00 Quote
ES60TW for 23⁄4" medals $43.00 $39.00 $38.00 Quote
ES90TW for 21⁄2" medals $42.00 $38.00 $37.00 Quote
ES50TW for 21⁄4" medals $41.00 $37.00 $36.00 Quote

Half Moon Spinner with Beveled Lucite Base
ES70LP for 3" medals $52.25 $48.25 $46.25 Quote
ES60LP for 23⁄4" medals $51.25 $47.25 $45.25 Quote
ES90LP for 21⁄2" medals $50.25 $46.25 $44.25 Quote
ES50LP for 21⁄4" medals $49.25 $45.25 $43.25 Quote

Half Moon Spinner with Marble Base, choice of black (BK) or green (GR) marble 
ES70BK for 3" medals $68.25 $64.25 $61.25 Quote
ES60BK for 23⁄4" medals $67.25 $63.25 $60.25 Quote
ES90BK for 21⁄2" medals $66.25 $62.25 $59.25 Quote
ES50BK for 21⁄4" medals $65.25 $61.25 $58.25 Quote

Full Ring Spinner with Walnut Base
ES80 for 3" medals (square base) $63.00 $58.00 $56.00 Quote
ES85 for 21⁄4" medals (angled base) $57.50 $52.50 $50.50 Quote

Full Ring Spinner with Pentagon Cherry-Finish Base
ES82 for 3" medals $73.00 $63.00 $61.00 Quote

Full Ring Spinner with Round Walnut Black Base
11 ⁄ 4 " Small base:
ES86 for 3" medals $63.00 $58.00 $56.00 Quote
ES85BWS for 21 ⁄ 4" medals $57.50 $52.50 $50.50 Quote
13 ⁄ 4 " Medium base:
ES87 for 3" medals $65.00 $60.00 $58.00 Quote
ES85BWM for 21⁄4" medals $59.50 $54.50 $52.50 Quote
21 ⁄ 2 " Tall base:
ES88 for 3" medals $73.00 $63.00 $61.00 Quote
ES85BWT for 21⁄4" medals $67.50 $57.50 $55.50 Quote

Full Ring Spinner with Marble Base, choice of black (BK) or green (GR) marble 
ES81BK for 3" medals, black marble $98.00 $93.00 $88.00 Quote
ES81GR for 3" medals, green marble $107.00 $98.00 $93.00 Quote
ES85BK for 21⁄4" medals, black marble $92.50 $87.50 $82.50 Quote
ES85GR for 21⁄4" medals, green marble $102.50 $92.50 $87.50 Quote

Full Ring Spinner with Cherry-Finish Wood Base
ES83 for 3" medals $73.00 $63.00 $61.00 Quote
ES85CZ for 21⁄4" medals $67.50 $57.50 $55.50 Quote

Crescent Spinner, Optic Crystal 1 10 25 50+
CR23 includes 3" medal $250.00 $235.00 $230.00 Quote

ES70TW

ES85 shown with
optional engraved
plate

NEW! CR23 Crescent Spinner

ES70 

ES80 

NEW!
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PLAQUES

WP707

WP903

WP721 

WP705
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PLAQUES

SHOWCASE A STOCK OR CUSTOM MEDALLION IN ONE OF THESE BEAUTIFUL PLAQUES AND MAKE YOUR NEXT PRESENTATION ONE TO REMEMBER.
Personalization Text on plate included. Typewritten instructions required. Add $5.60(G) per plaque for changing text (i.e. recipient names). Additional set-up charges may apply for logos or special

graphics on personalization plate.
Mattes/Ribbons Framed awards feature genuine suede or acid-free mattes, as shown, in a wide variety of color choices. Contact Customer Service for available matte and ribbon color combinations.
Packaging All plaques are individually packaged in two-piece gift boxes.

Pricing (C) Includes plaque, mattes/ribbon combinations where shown, personalization plate, professional assembly and gift box. Price does not include medal. See Quick Reference Section below for custom medal pricing.
1 3 10 25 50 100 250+

WP903 Rosewood frame, 14" x 18", neck ribbon, accepts any size medal $170 $157 $147 $132 $122 $117 Quote
WP705 Gold or silver wood frame plaque, 121⁄2" x 151⁄2", star-cut mattes, accepts any size medal $185 $172 $162 $147 $137 $132 Quote
WP707 Gold or silver wood frame plaque, 101⁄2" x 131⁄2", mountain-cut mattes, accepts any size medal $170 $157 $147 $132 $127 $122 Quote
WP716 Rosewood piano-finish plaque, 7" x 9", horizontal or vertical orientation, accepts any size medal $75 $65 $60 $55 $52 $50 Quote
WP721 Rosewood wood frame plaque, 101⁄2" x 131⁄2", oval-cut mattes, accepts any size medal    $165 $152 $142 $127 $122 $117 Quote
WP724 Antique gold frame plaque, 121⁄ 2" x 151⁄ 2", accepts 21⁄ 2"-3" medal     $230 $213 $198 $188 $178 $168 Quote
WP726 Gold frame plaque with gold cord, 121⁄ 2" x 121⁄ 2", accepts 21⁄ 4" medal    $275 $222 $187 $162 $142 $127 Quote
WP21 Cherry-finish walnut strip plaque, 7" x 9", black/brass plate, accepts 3" medal $80 $80 $69 $66 $63 $60 Quote
WP22 Cherry-finish walnut step plaque, 7" x 9", brass plate, accepts 3" medal $80 $80 $69 $66 $63 $60 Quote
WP935 Woodcote plaque with black/brass plate (not shown), 5" x 7", accepts up to 21⁄4" medal $32 $32 $27 $25 $23 $21 Quote
WP936 Woodcote plaque with black/brass plate, 7" x 9", accepts any size medal $34 $34 $29 $27 $25 $23 Quote
Quick Reference Custom Medal Prices (100 pieces, brass material with standard antique finish). For full list see pages 5-7. Coin Relief, 2-dimensional medals:

WP22

WP716WP936

WP724

WP726

WP21 

11⁄2 " x .102" Medals $6.50 ea. (A)
2" x .125" Medals $11.30 ea. (A)
21⁄4 " x .125" Medals $12.00 ea. (A)

21⁄2 " x .162" Medals $22.50 ea. (A)
23 ⁄4 " x .188" Medals $27.00 ea. (A)
3" x .188" Medals $32.00 ea. (A

21⁄4" x .144" Medals $14.80 ea. (A)
21⁄2" x .162" Medals $20.90 ea. (A)
3" x .162" Medals $25.00 ea. (A)
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PLAQUES

WP725

WP704 
Shown with copper trim frame, gold and silver trim frame also available.

WP723

WP728

WP712

WP902
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WP722

Custom Designed Plaque

WP708WP706

PLAQUES

SHOWCASE A STOCK OR CUSTOM MEDALLION IN ONE OF THESE BEAUTIFUL PLAQUES AND MAKE YOUR NEXT PRESENTATION ONE TO REMEMBER.
Personalization Text on plate included. Typewritten instructions required. Add $5.60(G) per plaque for changing text (i.e. recipient names). Additional set-up charges may apply for logos or special

graphics on personalization plate.
Mattes/Ribbons Framed awards feature genuine suede or acid free mattes, as shown, in a wide variety of color choices. Contact Customer Service for available matte and ribbon color combinations.
Packaging All plaques are individually packaged in two-piece gift boxes.

Pricing (C) Includes plaque, mattes/ribbon combinations where shown, personalization plate, professional assembly and gift box. Price does not include medal. See Quick Reference Section below for custom medal pricing.
1 3 10 25 50 100 250+

WP902 Rosewood frame, 11" x 14", neck ribbon, accepts any size medal $145 $137 $127 $112 $107 $102 Quote
WP704 Black frame with gold, silver or copper trim, 131⁄2" x 18", neck ribbon, accepts any size medal $170 $157 $147 $132 $122 $117 Quote
WP706 Rosewood frame arched top plaque, 11" x 14", accepts any size medal $150 $142 $132 $117 $112 $107 Quote
WP708 Rosewood frame plaque, 121⁄4" x 10", accepts any size medal $140 $132 $122 $112 $102 $97 Quote
WP712 Oak frame plaque, 81⁄2" x 16", neck ribbon, accepts any size medal $150 $137 $127 $117 $112 $104 Quote
WP722 Rosewood frame shadow box, 111⁄4" x 9" x  11⁄2", accepts any size medal. $160 $147 $137 $122 $117 $112 Quote
WP723 Gold metal frame plaque, 8" x 10", neck ribbon, accepts any size medal $110 $102 $92 $87 $82 $77 Quote
WP725 Gold frame plaque with imprinted matte, 11" x 14", accepts any size medal    $220 $177 $147 $132 $112 $107 Quote
WP728 Rosewood frame plaque with imprint on brass plate and silk screened copy, 10" x 12", accepts 21⁄ 4" medal  $225 $187 $157 $137 $122 $112 Quote
Quick Reference Custom Medal Prices (100 pieces, brass material with standard antique finish). For full list see pages 5-7. Coin Relief, 2-dimensional medals:
11⁄2 " x .102" Medals $6.50 ea. (A)
2" x .125" Medals $11.30 ea. (A)
21⁄4 " x .125" Medals $12.00 ea. (A)

21⁄2 " x .162" Medals $22.50 ea. (A)
23 ⁄4 " x .188" Medals $27.00 ea. (A)
3" x .188" Medals $32.00 ea. (A

21⁄4" x .144" Medals $14.80 ea. (A)
21⁄2" x .162" Medals $20.90 ea. (A)
3" x .162" Medals $25.00 ea. (A)
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MAGNA STRIKE

Minting MagnaStrike 6" medallions are die struck using a thin strike process. Designed for one-
sided use only.

Dies The eagle head is a stock design (no die charges). A one-time service fee applies to new
custom designs, see page 41.

Enhancements Shadow Box: 10" x 123⁄4" cherrywood finish. Includes stock or custom MagnaStrike
medallion, personalized screen plate with black letters, burgundy mattes with brass
medallion or blue mattes with nickel-silver medallion. Packaged in 2-piece gift box.
Rectangular Plaques: 101⁄2" x 13" with choice of black or polished rosewood finish.
Includes stock or custom MagnaStrike medallion, coordinating brass or nickel-silver
personalized plate with deep route engraving. Packaged in soft black fabric pouch inside
a 2-piece gift box.
Round Plaques: 8" diameter. Choice of black or polished rosewood finish. Includes
stock or custom MagnaStrike medallion and coordinating wood easel. Packaged in soft
black fabric pouch inside a 2-piece gift box. Personalization is optional, call for quote.

Pricing (C) includes 6" brass MagnaStrike medallion with premium antique finish. Add $9 (C) for nickel-silver.
1 10 25 50 100+

M637GX Shadow box $198 $183 $178 $173 Quote
WP00047B Rectangular Plaque, Black $153 $138 $135 $132 Quote
WP00047R Rectangular Plaque, Polished Rosewood $183 $168 $165 $160 Quote
WP00048B Round Plaque, Black $108 $93 $90 $88 Quote
WP00048R Round Plaque, Polished Rosewood $123 $108 $105 $103 Quote 

1 10 25 50 75 100 250
M637G 6" Stock Eagle MagnaStrike medallion only $66 $63 $60 $56 $54 $51 Quote
6" Custom MagnaStrike medallion only --- --- $68 $61 $56 $51 Quote
Additional eagle products are shown on pages 30-31.

MagnaStrike

WP00047B

M637GX

WP00047R

WP00048R

WP00048B

6" MagnaStrike
shown actual size
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FIRENZÉ

Engraving Engraving (straight line
copy or digitized custom
logo or graphics) is included
on the silver-tone pedestal.
Typewritten instructions required. A
one-time custom logo or graphics e-prom
charge $100(G) not included. For optional
brushed, antiqued personalization plate with
deep route engraving, add $15(C).

Packaging Elegant two-piece black gift box. White cotton gloves
included for that special touch.

Pricing (C) includes polished silver-tone pedestal, two-piece beveled marble base available in green
or black, engraving on the silver-tone pedestal, two-piece black gift box and white cotton gloves.
Designed to fit 3" medallions. Medallion not included in pricing. See page 5 for medallion prices.

1 5 10 25 50+
FR2 Arched Spinner Pedestal $315 $285 $270 $265 Quote
FR5 Angled Pedestal with top mount medallion $290 $260 $245 $240 Quote
FR1 Rectangular Pedestal with top mount medallion $290 $260 $245 $240 Quote

Firenzé Award Line

FR1

FR2 Medal rotates freely

FR5
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VI P  Award Line

L322

L202

L102

L101X

L113X

L308

L108

L212

L112

L312

L214

L114

L106X
L306

L204

L104

L210

L310

L110

L317

L217

L103

L203

L116

L316

L303

L117

L301

L302
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VIP AWARD LINE

Lead-Time 1-3 working days. Large volume orders or engraving may take longer.
Stone Setting Call for quote on optional stone setting on oval Service Award lapel pins.
Packaging Individually bubble bagged.

(with loop) (no loop)
Medallion Medallion Key Tag Lapel Pin

Attitude is Everything --- --- --- L322
Award of Excellence L102 L102X L202 L302
Circle of Excellence L101 L101X --- L301
Customer Service L116 L116X --- L316
Distinguished Service L105 L105X --- ---
Go For The Gold L107 L107X L207 L307
Leadership Award L113 L113X --- ---
Million Dollar Club L112 L112X L212 L312
Outstanding Contributor L114 L114X L214 ---
Outstanding Employee L103 L103X L203 L303
Outstanding Manager L118 L118X --- ---
Outstanding Performance L115 L115X --- ---
Outstanding Service Award L108 L108X --- L308
President’s Award L104 L104X L204 ---
Quality Commitment L110 L110X L210 L310
Safety is the Key L117 L117X L217 L317
Sales Achievement L109 L109X L209 ---
Special Volunteer L120 L120X L220 L320
Winner’s Circle L106 L106X --- L306

Pricing (A) reflects brass material with matte background and polished highlights.
Standard antique finish is available with 100-piece minimum order, call for pricing.

1 25 50 100 250 500+
21⁄4" VIP Medallions $13.50 $13.00 $12.50 $12.30 $12.10  Quote
(specify with or without hanging loop)

11⁄2" VIP Key Tags $8.80 $8.30 $7.90 $7.60 $7.30 Quote
7⁄8" VIP Lapel Pins $5.70 $5.40 $5.10 $4.90 $4.80 Quote
L300 3⁄4"x1⁄2" Oval Service Award Lapel Pins $5.70 $5.40 $5.10 $4.90 $4.80 Quote

L105

L107
Shown actual size

L207
Shown actual size

The VIP Series lends itself to a wide variety of presentation
and packaging options.

L307
Shown 
actual 
size

L300 Lapel Pins shown with
optional engraving and jewel stones

L300 Actual size
7⁄8" Lapel Pin

L118

L115

L209

L109

L220

L120

L320
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Corporate & Patriotic Themes

M337G

M137G

M137S

M337S

M521

M126

M321
M121

M128

M1785

M141

M341

M142 M342

M355 Flag medallion 
(plain back side)

M340/M355 America/Flag 
2-sided medallion
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CORPORATE & PATRIOTIC THEMES

Lead-Time These stock items ship in 1-3 working days. Large volume orders, engraving, or optional finishes may take
longer.

Packaging 3" medallions include Lucite stand & gift box. Other items are individually poly bagged.

Pricing (A) Pricing reflects standard material with standard finishes as pictured
1 50 100 250 500

A5002, A5007 U.S. Flag lapel pin, 3⁄ 4" nickel-silver, enameled $7.00 $7.00 $7.00 $6.20 $5.70
M1785 U.S. Flag key tag, 11⁄ 2" brass, enameled $10.00 $10.00 $9.00 $7.80 $6.80
M1778 U.S. Flag coin, 13⁄ 4" brass, enameled $10.40 $10.40 $9.50 $8.20 $7.50
M355 U.S. Flag medallion (plain back side), 3" brass, enameled $45.00 $41.00 $39.50 $36.00 $32.50
M340/M355 U.S. Flag with America medallion, 3" brass, enameled $45.00 $41.00 $39.50 $36.00 $32.50
M340 America medallion, 3" bronze $37.00 $37.00 $35.50 $34.50 Quote
M140 America key tag, 11⁄ 2" bronze $7.00 $6.30 $5.80 $5.50 Quote
M337G Eagle Head medallion, 3" brass $34.00 $32.50 $30.50 $26.50 Quote
M337S Eagle Head medallion, 3" nickel-silver $37.00 $35.50 $33.50 $29.50 Quote
M137G Eagle Head key tag, 11⁄ 2" brass $7.00 $6.30 $5.80 $5.50 Quote
M137S Eagle Head key tag, 11⁄ 2" nickel-silver $10.50 $8.80 $7.30 $6.80 Quote
M321 Eagle in Flight medallion, 3" brass $34.00 $32.50 $30.50 $26.50 Quote
M121 Eagle in Flight key tag, 11⁄ 2" brass $7.00 $6.30 $5.80 $5.50 Quote
M126 Eagle in Flight key fob, 11⁄ 2" brass with black leather $12.80 $11.80 $10.80 $10.30 Quote
M128 Eagle in Flight money clip, 11⁄ 2" brass $11.80 $10.80 $9.80 $8.80 Quote
M521 Eagle in Flight lapel pin, 3⁄ 4" brass $7.00 $6.30 $5.80 $5.50 Quote
M342 50th Anniversary medallion, 3" brass, polished highlights $41.00 $39.50 $37.50 $33.50 Quote
M142 50th Anniversary key tag, 11⁄ 2" brass, polished highlights $12.00 $10.50 $9.50 $9.00 Quote
M341 25th Anniversary medallion, 3" nickel-silver, polished highlights $46.00 $44.50 $42.50 $38.50 Quote
M141 25th Anniversary key tag, 11⁄ 2" nickel-silver, polished highlights $13.90 $11.60 $10.40 $9.80 Quote
M354 Passion to Succeed medallion, 3" brass, polished sun $37.00 $35.50 $33.50 $28.50 Quote
M356 Still Pictured??????????????????????????

M356

A5007

A5002
M1778

M340

M140

M354
M342 3" medallion shown with included Lucite stand and gift box. WP21 See pages 22-25 for other plaques.

Front side engraving options.

Front side die struck option.
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The City Series 

Los Angeles #2

M101

M100 Los Angeles #1

M107 Atlanta #1

H903 Atlanta #2

M104

M110

M112

M105

H2210

C3714

M109

M120
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THE CITY SERIES MEDALLIONS & KEY TAGS

Current Cities Available in Inventory: No die charge to use any of these existing City Series
designs. These cities are available for shipment in 1-3 days. (L) = legend included. The legend is
a printed insert with brief description of each landmark shown on the design when created.

Utilizing Other City Series Designs. Some City Series designs are available under a controlled
arrangement with the original sponsor. The Medalcraft Mint will serve as your coordinator in
securing approval for you to utilize these designs for your project(s). Please call for pricing and
availability on the following cities:

Packaging Medallions include a Lucite stand, gift box and legend (if available).
Key tags are individually poly bagged with legend (if available).

Pricing (A) reflects brass material with standard antique finish. America design in bronze material.
Miami or Las Vegas with enamel, add $3.00 (A)

1 100 250 500 1,000+
City 11⁄2" Key Tag – poly bagged $7.80 $6.10 $5.80 $5.30 Quote 
City 11⁄2" Key Tag – gift boxed $9.00 $7.30 $7.00 $6.50 Quote
City 3" Medallion – bubble bagged $34.00 $30.50 $29.50 $28.00 Quote
City 3" Medallion – gift boxed $36.00 $32.50 $31.50 $30.00 Quote
M140 America 11⁄2" Key Tag, bronze $7.00 $6.30 $5.80 $5.50 Quote
America 3" Medallion – gift boxed $37.00 $35.50 $34.50 $33.50 Quote

City Medal Key Tag
Atlanta #1 (L) M307 M107
Atlanta #2 (L) H903 C2082
America M340 M140
Baltimore H1498 C3714
Birmingham H1931 C3521
Boston (L) M310 M110
Chicago (L) M302 M102
Dallas (L) M303 M103
Detroit H1044 C2288
Green Bay (L) M319 M119
Indianapolis H2464 C4074
Las Vegas H2648 C4318
Los Angeles #1(L) M300 M100
Los Angeles #2 H2708 C4396

City Medal Key Tag
Louisville H599 C1662
Miami H2210 C3720
Milwaukee#2 (L) M352 M152
Milwaukee#1 (L) M316 M116
Minneapolis H1676 C2949
Nashville M311 M111
New Orleans (L) M304 M104
New York (L) M306 M106
Philadelphia M320 M120
Pittsburgh #1 M312 M112
San Diego (L) M301 M101
San Francisco (L) M305 M105
Sydney H1057 C2259
Washington D.C. (L) M309 M109

M302

C2700

M106

H1044

C3521

M140

M152 Milwaukee #2

M111

M103

3" medallion with included Lucite stand, gift box and legend. Back side personalization options.

Optional gift box for key tags.

Banff
Calgary
Charlotte
Cincinnati (key tag only)
Cleveland 
Denver
Edmonton

Greensboro
Hawaii
Houston
Kansas City
Memphis
Orlando
Pittsburgh #2

Raleigh
Saint Louis
Salt Lake City
Seattle
Tampa
Tulsa
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Golf Tools & Gifts

LP0040BR

LP0040BK

LP3

LP0035

SH27

SH23

Mini Divot Tool E28 Classic
Divot Tool

E16 shown in
optional nickel-silver

E16 Golf Club
Divot Tool

E26 Golf Ball
Money Clip/Divot

Tool

E26 Golf Ball Money
Clip/Divot Tool
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KF0009

M135

E25

MC136

MC21 MC20

Eagle
A395 

Male Golfer
A397 

Female Golfer #1
A398 

Swing
A1793 

Ball & Club
A1053 

Clubs
A1795 

Female Golfer #2
A4299 

Fore
A1794 

GOLF TOOLS & GIFTS
THE MEDALCRAFT MINT PROVIDES A BROAD SELECTION OF QUALITY GOLF TOOLS. 
WHEN QUALITY COUNTS, COUNT ON THE MEDALCRAFT MINT.

Dies A one-time service fee applies for new designs. See page 41.

Packaging Individually poly bagged. See golf kits below for additional options.

Combination Pricing: Any golf kit or golf tool orders can be combined to achieve quantity pricing.

MAGNETIC GOLF TOOLS AND KITS
Pricing (A) reflects brass material with standard antique finish. Price includes ball marker(s). Custom ball markers require minimum of
100 pieces. Kits are shown complete on page 34. Optional nickel-silver tools require permanently adhered ball markers. Call customer
service for quote.

1 100 250 500 NON Magnetic
(adhered ball marker)

Ball Marker - stock or custom $3.00 $2.70 $2.50 $2.30 Deduct $.30(A) ea.

E16GM Golf Club Divot Tool with ball marker  $8.70 $8.40 $8.20 $8.00 E16G Deduct $2.00(A) ea.

E28GM Classic divot tool  $8.70 $8.40 $8.20 $8.00 E28G Deduct $2.00(A) ea.

E26GM Golf Ball Money Clip/Divot Tool with ball marker  $15.00 $13.00 $12.00 $11.50 E26G Deduct $2.00(A) ea.

SH27GM Golf Kit #1-Black leather case with divot tool $19.50 $19.00 $18.00 $17.50 SH27G Deduct $2.00(A) ea.

SH23GM Golf Kit #2- With divot tool $13.00 $12.50 $12.30 $12.00 SH23G Deduct $2.50(A) ea.

GOLF ACCESSORIES
Pricing (A) reflects brass material with standard antique finish. Ball markers are included in the price and are permanently adhered.
Custom ball markers require minimum of 100 pieces. Optional nickel-silver available. Call Customer Service for quote.

1 100 250 500

LP3 Leather Bag Tag (C) - Available in black (BK) or burgundy (BG) $17.25 $15. 25 $14. 25 $13.75

LP0040BK Black Leather Bag Tag with 11⁄2" coin (C) $15.00 $15.00 $12. 25 $11.00

LP0040BR Saddle Leather Bag Tag with 11⁄2" coin (C) $18.75 $18.75 $16.00 $15.25

LP0035BK Black Leather Bag Tag with 13⁄4" coin (C) $15.75 $15.75 $13.00 $11.50

KF0009 Black Leather Key Fob (A) $9.70 $8.70 $7.70 $7.00

M135 Key Tag (A) $8.60 $7.60 $6.60 $6.10

MC20 Money Clip, black matte (A) $10.20 $9.20 $8.70 $8.20

MC21 Money Clip, gold-tone (A) $13.00 $12.00 $11.50 $11.00

MC136 Money Clip, round with spring action (A) $14.00 $13.00 $12.00 $11.50

E25 Golf Swing Award, 21⁄2" medal with polished highlights (A) $17.50 $15.50 $14.50 $14.00

CUSTOM DIVOT TOOLS WITH NO BALL MARKER
Pricing (A) reflects brass material with standard antique finish. Designed to be price effective for high volume usage. The custom logo
and divot tool are coined as one piece, therefore, there is no ball marker. Higher die charges apply. Call Customer Service for quote on
nickel-silver golf tools.

500 1000 2500+ 

Classic Divot Tool with Club Rest; custom design only $3.50 $3.30 Quote

Standard Divot Tool; custom design only   $3.70 $3.30 Quote

Mini Divot Tool; custom design only $3.50 $3.30 Quote

Actual size ball marker
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DISPLAY & PRESENTATION

Packaging Display and Presentation items shipped in individual boxes.

Easels are individually poly bagged.

LEATHERETTE PRESENTATION BOXES 
Price does not include medal.
Pricing (C)   
HARD OUTER SHELL COVERING 1 250 500 1000+
BX33A Black, for 21⁄ 2" medallion $9.50 $8.90 $8.75 Quote
BX33B Black, for 3" medallion $9.50 $8.90 $8.75 Quote

SOFT OUTER SHELL COVERING 1 50 100 250 500+
BX35 Burgundy, for 3" medallion $20.00 $18.00 $17.00 $16.50 Quote
BX36 Black, for 3" medallion $20.00 $18.00 $17.00 $16.50 Quote
BX34 Black, holds 11⁄ 2" coin in CH1 capsule* $7.00 $6.50 $6.00 $5.50 Quote
BX0311 Black, holds coin in CH2 capsule* $10.00 $9.00 $8.50 $8.00 Quote
*Capsule and coin sold separately.

COIN CAPSULES 
Two-piece plastic capsule designed to enclose 11⁄2" coin. Price does not include coin.
Pricing (G) 1 250 500 1000+
CH1, 11⁄ 2" x .102" coin capsule $ .90 $ .80 $ .75 Quote
CH2, Coin capsule with foam ring for 11⁄ 2" deep

relief coin (shown on pg. 38) $1.15 $1.05 $1.00 Quote

CHERRYWOOD PRESENTATION BOXES 
Price does not include medal.
Pricing (C)   
6" X 6" BOX FOR 3" MEDAL 1 10 25 50

BX53 Blue velvet insert $105.00 $100.00 $98.00 Quote
BX47 Red velvet insert $105.00 $100.00 $98.00 Quote

7" X 5" BOX FOR 3" MEDAL
BX0181 Deluxe, blue velvet lining $100.00 $95.00 $92.00 Quote

Note: $50.00(z) routing charge for any quantity.
For medallions of other sizes, please call Customer Service for quote.

CHERRY FINISH POCKET BOX
Suitable for a 3" round medallion. Price does not include medallion.
Pricing (C) 1 100 250 500+
BX0417 Pocket box, 5" x 5" x 1" $35.00 $30.00 $28.50 Quote

ROSEWOOD FINISH PRESENTATION BOXES 
Price does not include medal. Black foam velour insert.
Pricing (C) 1 250 500 1000+

BX0185 43⁄16" x 41⁄4" box for 3" medal $24.50 $23.75 $23.00 Quote

VELVET PRESENTATION BOX 
Displays up to 3" medal with neck ribbon. Price does not include medal or ribbon.
Pricing (C) 1 250 500 1000+
BX42 7" x41⁄4"  Black velvet $16.00 $14.50 $12.50 Quote
BX42B 7" x41⁄4"  Blue velvet $16.00 $14.50 $12.50 Quote

DISPLAY & PRESENTATION

BX35

BX33A

BX34, CH1

WP61

BX0417

BX0181
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WOOD STANDS 
Suitable for a 2" to 3" medal or medallion. Each stand must be specially routed to accept the
proper medallion thickness. Price does not include medal.
Pricing (C) 25 250 500+
WP61 Small walnut stand $4.70 $4.20 Quote
WP6 Large walnut stand $4.70 $4.20 Quote
WP62R Black satin finish angled wood stand $5.50 $5.00 Quote

VELOUR PRESENTATION BOXES
Price does not include medal or drape.
Pricing (C) 1 100 250 500+
BX0409 for up to 11⁄2" medal with drape $7.75 $7.25 $7.00 Quote
BX0572A with angled vac to display 3” medal $9.00 $8.50 $8.25 Quote

LEATHER POCKET BOX 
Full grain cowhide leather. Suitable for a 3" medallion. Price does not include medallion.
Pricing (E) 1 250 500 1000+
BX0417LBK Black leather pocket box 5"x5"x1" $55.00 $50.00 $48.50 Quote

EASELS
Pricing (C). Price does not include medal. 1 250 500 1000+
ES0007 Lucite, for 21⁄4" or larger thick medals $2.40 $2.20 $2.10 Quote
ES3 Lucite, for 21⁄4" or larger medals $1.00 $  .90 $  .80 Quote
ES8 Lucite, for 2" or smaller medals $1.00 $  .90 $  .80 Quote
ES1 Metal, Gold finish, for 21⁄4" or larger medals $5.00 $4.70 $4.50 Quote

BX53
BX42

BX0185

WP6

BX0572A

BX0409

ES8

BX0181 Presentation box interior. BX0417LBK Leather pocket box.

ES3 ES0007 ES1

WP62R
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ACCESSORIES

CH2CP0063
Velveteen Backing

BX00076

BX0374BL

BX0374BK

BX0099

BX50A

BX50

BX704

BX18

BX29

BX14B

BX30B

BX30A

CH1

BX3A BX1A

BX5A

BX7A

MP7 MP6 MP3 MP1 MP17
Split Ring Super Loop Screw Loop Split Ring w/Chain Horseshoe
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PIN-ON RIBBON DRAPES 
Pin-On Ribbon Drapes with Pin Back and Jump Ring Attachment available in the following
colors:

Pricing (A) 1 50 100 250+
Pin-On Ribbon Drapes $.72 $.66 $.62 Quote

NECK RIBBONS 
V-sewn Neck Ribbons are available in the following colors:

7⁄8" Neck Ribbons: 11⁄2" Neck Ribbons:
NR0112* Red-White-Blue Stripe with Snap Clip NR2 Red-White-Blue Stripe
NR0100 Red-White-Blue Stripe NR3 Blue
NR0101* Blue NR4 Red
NR0102* Red NR5 White
NR0103* White NR6 Gold
NR0104* Gold NR200 Stars & Stripes
NR0105* Green

Pricing (A) 1 50 100 250+
NR0112* 7⁄8” x 32” Neck Ribbon w/snap clip $1.00 $0.96 $0.90 Quote
7⁄8" X 30" Neck Ribbon $1.00 $.96 $.90 Quote
11⁄2" X 30" Neck Ribbon $2.00 $1.96 $1.90 Quote

Heavier jump rings recommended for .162" or thicker medals, add $.60 (A) each.
*Neck ribbons with an asterisk * are available with gold-tone rings only. All other neck
ribbons are available with gold-tone, silver-tone or bronze-tone rings at the same price.
Other sizes, colors, side-by-side, and 50/50 color combinations available by special
order. Call your Customer Service Representative for availability. ☎
Above prices do not include assembly.
Assembly for Pin-On Ribbon Drapes or Neck Ribbons, add $.20 (G) each.

COIN CAPSULES: Two-piece plastic capsule designed to enclose 11/2" coin.
Pricing (G) 1 250 500 1000+
CH1, 11⁄2"  x .102" Coin Capsule $.90 $.80 $.75 Quote
CH2, Coin Capsule with foam ring for 11⁄2" deep
relief coin $1.15 $1.05 $1.00 Quote

KEY TAG ATTACHMENTS 
Pricing (A) 1 500 1000+
MP7 Split Ring (gold, silver, copper) $.40 $.34 $.30
MP6 Super Loop (gold, silver) $.52 $.44 $.40
MP1 Split Ring with Link Chain (gold, silver, copper) $.60 $.54 $.50
MP3 Screw Type Loop (gold, silver) $.76 $.66 $.62
MP17 Horseshoe (gold, silver) $1.60 $1.40 $1.30

Above prices do not include assembly.
Assembly for Key Tag attachments, add $.20 (G) each.

LUCITE BOXES
Pricing (G) 1 250 500
BX1A 11⁄8" x 11⁄8" $.70 $.65 $.55
BX3A 21⁄2" x 21⁄2" $.85 $.80 $.75
BX5A 31⁄2" x 29⁄16" $.90 $.85 $.80
BX7A 45⁄8" x 31⁄2" $1.15 $1.10 $1.05

BURGUNDY KRAFT BOXES
Pricing (G) 1 25 250 500
BX29, 2" x 17⁄8", with jeweler‘s cotton $1.10 $1.10 $1.05 $1.00
BX14B, 31⁄4" x 31⁄4", with jeweler’s cotton $1.10 $1.10 $1.05 $1.00
BX18, 4" x 2", with burgundy velour foam pad $1.70 $1.70 $1.60 $1.50
BX30B, includes 51⁄2" x 31⁄2" box, 31⁄4" x 31⁄4" box 
and WP6 routed walnut stand. –– $6.00 $5.75 5.50
BX30A, includes 51⁄2" x 31⁄2" box, vacuum-formed insert (fits 21⁄2" & 3" medals only)
and WP61 routed walnut stand. –– $6.00 $5.75 5.50

POUCHES
Pricing (G) 1 250 500
BX704 Black Velveteen, 4" x 5" $1.10 $1.00 $.95
BX50A Burgundy Genuine Velvet, 21⁄2" x 31⁄2" $2.25 $2.05 $1.95
BX0099 Burgundy Velour, 31⁄4" x 23⁄4" $ .75 $ .70 $ .65
BX0222 Black Velour, 31⁄4" x 23⁄4" $ .75 $ .70 $ .65
BX50 Burgundy Genuine Velvet, 4" x 5" $3.50 $3.25 $3.10
BX0374 Pocket Pouch for up to 13⁄4" coin in blue (BL) or black (BK) $.95 $.85 $.70
BX00076 Clear Tuck Pouch holds up to 11⁄2" coin $.45 $.40 $.30

Above prices do not include assembly.
Assembly of minted products into customer supplied boxes, add $.20 (G) each.

VELVETEEN BACKING
CP0063 Velveteen backing is available for 23⁄4" and 3" medallions, add $1.00 (G) each.

DR1 Red-White-Blue
DR2 Red
DR3 White
DR4 Blue
DR5 Black-Gold
DR6 Gold
DR7 Green-Gold
DR8 Green (Kelly)
DR9 Green-White
DR10 Red-White

DR11 Maroon-White
DR12 Maroon-Gold
DR13 Maroon
DR14 Black-Red
DR15 Black-Orange
DR16 Purple
DR17 Purple-White
DR18 Purple-Gold
DR19 Blue-Gold
DR20 Yellow

DR21 Pink
DR22 Orange
DR23 Red-Gold
DR28 Black
DR29 Blue-White
DR30 Powder Blue
DR35 Green (Hunter)
DR44 Black-White
DR45 Red-Blue
DR46 Blue-Orange

Pin-On Drapes

NR0102NR0101NR0105

NR0112

NR0104 NR0100

NR6 NR4 NR3NR200 NR2
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STOCK SCHOLASTIC & ATHLETIC MEDALS

Available Designs Hundreds of stock medal designs are shown in the separate Stock Catalog or online at www.medalcraft.com
Packaging Individually poly bagged.

Pricing (A) Brass, nickel-silver or copper 1 50 100 200 400+
E10, E20 21⁄2" Plain Center Medals $6.80 $6.80 $6.80 $6.60 Quote
E9 21⁄4" Laurel Leaf Ring Plaque Mount $4.50 $4.50 $4.50 $4.40 Quote
All 13⁄4" I-Series Medals with Torch Coined-In $3.10 $3.00 $2.90 $2.80 Quote
All 13⁄4" F-Series Medals with blank shield area $3.00 $2.90 $2.80 $2.70 Quote
All 15⁄16" G-Series Medals $2.06 $2.02 $1.94 $1.84 Quote
V1, V2, V3 Small Victory Medals $2.06 $2.02 $1.94 $1.84 Quote
V4, V5, V6 Large Victory Medals $3.00 $2.90 $2.80 $2.70 Quote
All stock shield inserts $1.50 $1.40 $1.30 $1.20 Quote
Custom shield inserts ———— ———— $1.40 $1.30 Quote
A4992GL, A4993GL, A4995GL, A4996GL, A395GL, A396GL brass lapel pins $4.20 $3.90 $3.70 $3.50 Quote

Stock Scholastic & Athletic Medals

G20

F24

I-79

I-104

I-5

I-45

A4996GL

A395GL

A4995GL A4992GL

G-87

E-3

G-77

V3

V5

Medalcraft Stock Catalog

E10

E20

Shield Inserts

Medals on this page shown actual size.

A403

A419

Shield Insert attachment is simple.
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ARTWORK/REFERENCE
The following guidelines will help to assure an
accurate reproduction of all customer supplied
reference materials: 

1. Electronic Artwork
Electronic artwork is preferred. Vector based
artwork saved as an EPS file is acceptable for
disk or e-mail. Files must contain no placed
images, and fonts should be converted to
outlines. To e-mail artwork, contact Customer
Service for further information.

2. Hard Copy Artwork
Original, high contrast black & white art with a
minimum of 600 DPI and a scale of 4:1 is
acceptable. Sharp, precisely defined edges are
critical. No gray or fuzzy areas.

Artwork not complying with these guidelines
may require additional development or conver-
sion costs. We reserve the right to requote die
charges if art supplied is different than origi-
nally quoted or doesn’t meet the above
requirements.

If any part of the design is 3-dimensional,
please include additional quality reference
materials such as photographs, line drawings,
etc. to ensure customer expectations are
closely met.

DIE SERVICE FEE
A one-time service fee will be charged for all
new dies created to produce (die strike) your
corporate logo, design or advertising message.
Service fees vary and are based on time,
material and simplicity/complexity of design.
Call Customer Service for a quotation.

Included in the die service fee is a built-in
insurance policy. As long as The Medalcraft
Mint retains the die on our premises, the
customer is ensured that they can request
coinage utilizing that die. Should the die ever
break, The Medalcraft Mint will replace it at no
additional cost to you. Dies remain the
property of The Medalcraft Mint, retained for
your exclusive use.

Dies are cut by masters who pay strict
attention to detail, absolute quality and your
design specifications. Our sculptors and die
engravers work diligently to reproduce your
design exactly, but interpretation and the
medium are an important factor. Some things,
such as water or glass, are transparent in
nature and are difficult to render in metal.
Portrait dies are subject to the interpretation of
the sculptor or die engraver; interpretations
may differ. A lead proof approval will be
required prior to striking.

LEAD PROOFS
When your die is completed, a lead proof will
be furnished at no charge. Production will not
begin without approval. Medalcraft Mint will
not be responsible for the final acceptance of
any product for which you or your customer
have refused to inspect and approve a lead
proof made from the die.

TRADEMARKS
The Medalcraft Mint assumes clients are
authorized to use trademarks presented to us
for reproduction. We assume no liability in
trademark or copyright disputes. The logos,
designs, insignias and trademarks imprinted
on products shown in this catalog have been
reproduced only as examples of the type and
quality of our production processes. They are
not presented for resale, nor are they to be
construed as endorsements.

REVERSE SIDE OPTIONS
Most of the products in this catalog could be
produced with a custom imprint on the back-
side or second side. In every instance of
backside imprints, contact your Customer
Service Rep for complete information.
Backside imprint options:

1. Die Striking
Achieved simultaneously with the front side
striking, this imprint method does not create
any additional run charge, but does involve a
second die charge.

2. Engraving
A wide range of engraving styles are available,
including Diamond-cut, Deep Rout and
burnishing. Quote required for Deep Rout and
burnishing. Typed instructions are required.

PRECIOUS METALS
The Medalcraft Mint can strike in fine silver
and karat gold materials, as well as other
precious metals. Due to market fluctuations,
you must contact The Medalcraft Mint for
current “spot” pricing information.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Custom orders require a customer purchase
order in writing. A 5% over/under production
run constitutes completion of order billed pro
rata. Any quantity less than listed minimum
requires factory approval and quotation and
may be subject to an additional set up charge.

CATALOG PRICING
Prices shown in catalog are subject to change
without notice. Every effort will be made to
provide advance notice of price changes.

CORRECTIONS/CANCELLATIONS
Any cancellation or significant change of an
order in process is required in writing and will
be subject to costs incurred to-date plus a
$62.50(G) cancellation fee.

DROP SHIPMENTS
When an order is shipped to multiple destina-
tions, a drop-ship charge of $6.50(G) per
destination applies. Freight charge additional.

SPLIT SHIPMENTS
When order calls for delayed split shipments,
merchandise will be produced and billed with
shipments delayed per your request within a
12 month period of time. A charge of
$15.00(G) per split shipment applies.

CUSTOMER-SUPPLIED INSERTIONS
For insertion of a customer-supplied card or
literature piece (in suitable size), add 
$ .15 (G) each.

SHIPPING
Medalcraft Mint merchandise is shipped F.O.B.
The Medalcraft Mint. Unless a specific method
of shipment is requested, we will use our
judgement in selecting the mode of shipment.
Responsibility for the merchandise ordered is
transferred, with the proper transfer of goods,
to a recognized carrier. If merchandise is
damaged as a result of the carrier’s negli-
gence, call the appropriate carrier for inspec-
tion. We will assist in processing the claim.

RETURNS & ADJUSTMENTS
Every effort is made to produce your order to
exact specifications. Should a misunder-
standing occur, please contact your Customer
Service representative. Prior to returning
product, contact your Customer service repre-
sentative for a Receiving Authorization number
(RA#) within 20 days of receipt of merchan-
dise. Medalcraft Mint is not responsible for
circumstances beyond our control.

FREE VIRTUAL SAMPLES
Ideal for showing your clients what a product
might look like with their design on it. More
than 50 products are available as virtual
samples at www.medalcraft.com.


